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Now, let’s see how well you paid attention!  Answer these questions 
from Episode Four, “10-Year-Old Divers Save the Seas!”

Again, watch out for KiSSEA Crew hints!!

 1. What does “SCUBA” stand for? Circle the correct answer.

a) Schools Can Use Breathtaking Action

b) Some Crabs Underestimate Boasting Abalones

c) Self Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus
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2. At what age(s) can you be a certified scuba diver ?
Circle the correct answer(s).

1   10   100   110
3. Who said: 
 “People protect what they love.

All of you love the sea. Help us protect her.”

Jacques Cousteau Albert Einstein Abraham Lincoln

KiSSEA CREW HINT:
Jean-Michel Cousteau (Jacques’ son)

has a WONDERFUL website at:
www.oceanfutures.org!!
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4. What REALLY happened?
 Circle the true events on this diving timeline:

1535 - Guglielmo de Loreno developed what is considered to be a true diving bell.

1776 - George Washington uses diving bell to retrieve lost silver dollars in the 
Potomac river.

1839 - A watertight diving suit was used during the salvage of the British warship 
HMS Royal George. The improved suit was adopted as the standard diving dress by 
the Royal Engineers. 

1860 - Our father wears dark blue swim fins and trunks while diving for the Union 
Army and the term “navy seal” is born.

1942-43 - Jacques-Yves Cousteau and Emile Gagnan redesigned a car regulator that 
would automatically provide compressed air to a diver on his slightest intake of 
breath. The age of modern scuba begins.
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5. A typical scuba tank carries 80 cubic feet of compressed air 
at 3000 pounds per square inch.  
 a) Since it is compressed from regular old air (not pure 
oxygen) what % of oxygen and what % of nitrogen does it 
contain?
 b) What device is used to reduce the air pressure so it 
doesn’t blow your lungs out when you inhale?
 c) What color are our ever-so-official KiSSEA air tanks?

6. BONUS QUESTION from Addie and Tiffer: 
 The cost to take a Discover Scuba class at a licensed PADI 
Dive Center (like The Dive Shop) costs how much?

       a) FREE

       b) $10

       c) $100


